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ABSTRACT: Radical cations (holes) produced in DNA by ionizing radiation and other oxidants yield DNA-protein cross-links (DPCs). De-
tailed studies on DPC formation in chromatin via this process are lacking. We describe here a comprehensive examination of DPC formation 
within nucleosome core particles (NCPs), the monomeric component of chromatin. DNA holes are introduced at defined sites within NCPs 
that are constructed from the bottom-up. DPCs form at DNA holes in yields comparable to alkali-labile DNA lesions that result from water 
trapping. DPC forming efficiency and site preference within the NCP are dependent upon translational and rotational positioning. Mass spec-
trometry and the use of mutant histones reveal that lysine residues in histone N-terminal tails and amino termini are responsible for DPC 
formation. These studies are corroborated by computational simulation at the microsecond timescale showing a wide range of interactions that 
can precede DPC formation. Three consecutive dG’s, which are pervasive in the human genome, including G-quadruplex forming sequences, 
are sufficient to produce DPCs that could impact gene expression.

INTRODUCTION 
DNA-protein cross-links (DPCs) block transcription and replication, 
and as such pose a significant biological threat.1,2 The first known DNA 
dependent proteases that are postulated to be constituents of a general 
DPC repair pathway have been discovered in the past decade.3-7 DPC 
repair deficiency has already been associated with Ruijs–Aalfs syn-
drome, which gives rise to premature aging and early-onset liver can-
cer.3,7,8 DPCs are produced by a variety of chemical agents, including 
aldehydes and chemotherapeutic agents.9-15 Transient DPCs formed 
between histone proteins and the epigenetic base 5-formylcytosine 
(5fC) play a role in regulating transcription in cells.16-18 DPCs also re-
sult from nucleobase oxidation, including ionization induced by a vari-
ety of UV-absorbing photochemical reagents and the direct effect of 
ionizing radiation that is used to treat more than 50% of cancer pa-
tients.19-26 Ionizing radiation produces DPCs in greater quantities than 
either DNA-DNA interstrand cross-links or double strand breaks.27,28 
Despite the prevalence and biological significance of radiation-induced 
DPC formation within chromatin, there is a gap in our knowledge re-
garding their formation from nucleobase radical cations that are gener-
ated via direct ionization. We wish to report our investigation of this 
chemistry in nucleosome core particles (NCPs), the monomeric com-
ponent of chromatin.  

Ionization produces mobile radical cations (“holes”) that can mi-
grate over hundreds of angstroms and even longer distances via  

Scheme 1. Charge migration through DNA and the formation of 
hole trapping products on dG. 

charge transfer in free DNA of appropriate sequence (Scheme 1).29-

31 The holes localize on 2’-deoxyguanosine (dG) in sequences of (2 
to 3) consecutive dGs on account of their relatively favorable redox 
potentials and give rise to dG lesions due to water trapping.32-36 Alt-
hough the role of nucleophilic amino acids within chromatin or even 
monomeric NCPs on charge transfer is not well understood 
(Scheme 1), the reaction of one electron oxidized dG with peptides 
and proteins is well-studied.37-40 Product and computational model 
studies respectively reveal that the e-amine of lysine and methyl 
amine preferentially add to the C8-position of dG (e.g. C8-K-dG) in 
the presence of a one-electron oxidant (Scheme 2).39-43 The initially 
formed amine adducts are susceptible to further oxidation, resulting 
in products derived from addition at the C5-position of guanine (e.g. 
C8-K-dG-Ox). DPC formation under oxidative conditions has also 
been attributed to reaction between a one-electron oxidized amino 
acid and DNA.28 A more complex pathway has been proposed in 
NCPs in which a hole at guanine is reduced by H3Y41 and the re-
sulting tyrosyl radical forms a DPC by reacting with a proximal py-
rimidine.44 Similarly, in addition to direct nucleophilic attack of an 
amine on the dG-radical cation (dG•+), computational experiments 
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support the possibility that the deprotonated dG-radical cation 
(dG•) is reduced by a protonated lysine and that the resulting nitro-
gen radical reacts to form the DPC between dG and lysine.45 An im-
portant conclusion from the same study is that the reactivity of even 
the peptide trilysine with a hole in DNA is nonrandom and will be 
governed by specific sequence interactions, of which there are many 
possibilities within NCPs in cellular DNA. 
Scheme 2. Lysine trapping and further oxidation of dG•+. 

The product studies referred to above were typically carried out 
in the presence of large excess of peptide or protein and often do not 
account for DNA hole transfer. The DNA-protein complexes are 
also structurally distinct from that in chromatin where the majority 
of binding is with the phosphate backbone and transient interactions 
with lysine-rich histone tails.46,47 Although DPC formation was not 
the focus, studies have been carried out on nucleosomes (and 
NCPs) to better understand charge transfer in chromatin.48-51 

Disparate conclusions drawn from these investigations were re-
cently adjudicated by examining hole migration in NCPs prepared 
from the bottom-up.50 Holes were injected into nucleosomal DNA 
by independently generating dA• at a defined position via UV-
photolysis of 1, which is incorporated in chemically synthesized oli-
gonucleotides via a corresponding phosphoramidite (Scheme 
3A).52,53 Hole formation is driven by the effect of a stacked dA on the 
pKa of the nitrogen radical (Scheme 3B).54-57 The efficiency with 
which holes are transformed into alkali-labile lesions (Gox) at con-
secutive dGs depended upon the position within the NCP, and is 
modulated by properties that include DNA unwrapping and 
quenching by histone 3 tyrosine 41 (H3Y41).52 DPCs were not de-
tected in this investigation, because the experiments were carried out 
under conditions (pH 5) at which the lysines are completely proto-
nated.31 Protein nucleophiles, such as the e-amine of lysine side 
chains, could compete with water to form DPCs.38,40,58 Lysine-rich 
histone proteins that make up the core of NCPs are proximal to 
DNA. Their proximity to DNA, particularly those lysines within flex-
ible tails, provide ample opportunities to trap holes and form DPCs. 
Below we describe the competition of histones with water to form 
DNA-protein cross-links at pH 7.5 in NCPs. By introducing holes at 
defined positions in nucleosomal DNA, this study provides a com-
prehensive analysis of DPC formation from DNA ionization within 
NCPs. 

RESULTS 
DNA-peptide cross-link formation between DNA and a histone H4 

N-terminal peptide. Model studies were carried out using an H4 N-
terminal peptide (H4 1-11, 2) and duplex DNA (25 bp) containing 

Scheme 3. Hole generation from 1 and subsequent charge transfer in DNA. 

Figure 1. DNA-peptide cross-link formation. A). Representative 20 % denaturing PAGE showing DpepC formation between 5’-32P-4 or 5’-32P-5 and 
H4 1-11 peptide (2) at pH 7.5 upon photolysis. B) Percent of piperidine cleavage at dGGG sequence in isolated DpepC or isolated uncross-linked 
DNA plotted as the, ave. ± std. dev of 3 independent reactions. 
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either the dA• precursor (1) flanked by a 5’-dA (4) to promote hole 
formation(dA•+) or dA at the comparable position as 1 as a control 
(5).54-56 Irradiation (350 nm, 8 h) of 5’-32P-4 (5 µM) in the presence 
of a large excess of 2 (500 µM) yielded DNA-peptide cross-link 
(DpepC) (7.7 ± 0.2 %, Figure 1A). DpepCs were detected on dena-
turing PAGE as two slower moving products that decomposed upon 
proteinase K treatment. In contrast, photolysis of the comparable 
duplex containing dA (5’-32P-5) yielded a single DpepC band (3.7 ± 
0.3 %) that comigrated with the slower of the two products observed 
from 5’-32P-4. The DpepCs that appeared when 1 is photolyzed ex-
hibited significantly different chemical properties compared to the 
control. Isolation of the faster moving product band in DpepCs from 
irradiation of 5’-32P-4, followed by piperidine treatment (1 M, 90 ℃, 
30 min) yielded 70 ± 1 % cleavage (Figure 1B, Figure S1). Cleavage 
is predominantly at dG10 and dG9, consistent with the hole transfer 
damage pattern detected in 5’-32P-4 following irradiation in the ab-
sence of peptides.54 In contrast, only 11 ± 2 % cleavage was observed 
upon comparable treatment of the DpepCs isolated from photolysis 
of 5’-32P-5 (Figure 1B, Figure S1).  

In addition to peptide cross-linking (DpepC), water trapping of 
dG•+ was detected upon piperidine treatment of isolated DNA from 
photolyzed 5’-32P-4 that did not participate in DpepC formation 
(Figure S1). After accounting for background alkaline lability in ir-
radiated DNA not containing 1 (5’-32P-5) and DpepC yield, the per-
cent yield of alkali-labile lesions attributable to water trapping of 
holes resulting from dA• was calculated to be 5.3 ± 0.6 % (Figure 
1B).59 Together, these data indicate that peptide (2) trapping (back 
ground corrected DpepC yield: 4.0 ± 0.4 %) effectively competes 
with water for hole trapping in photolyzed 5’-32P-4. 

LC-MS/MS was used to identify the amino acid(s) involved in 
the cross-link and the cross-link structure in DpepC (Figure 2, S3). 
A less polar Lys5 acetylated form of H4 1-11 (H4 1-11-K5Ac, 3) was 
used for these experiments. The background corrected yield of 
DpepCs from photolyzed 25 bp duplex containing 1 (4) decreased 
from 4.0 ± 0.4 % to 1.5 ± 0.1 % upon acetylation of K5 (3) (Figure 
S2). The faster migrating DpepC band in 5’-32P-4 was isolated, and 
the DNA was digested to nucleosides prior to LC-MS/MS analysis. 
Previous studies showed that lysine adds to the C8 (C8-Lys-dG, 
Scheme 2) in the presence one electron oxidant such as benzophe 
none or riboflavin.39-41 The initially formed adducts readily undergo 

further oxidation and water addition to form C8-Lys-dG-ox under 
oxidative conditions, such as aerobic photolysis (Scheme 2). Identi-
fication of the C8-Lys-dG and C8-Lys-dG-ox modified peptides was 
challenging due to possible in-source fragmentation to the respec-
tive nucleobase forms prior to MS1 measurement.60 Deglycosylation 
and further adduct decomposition may also occur during higher-en-
ergy collisional dissociation for MS2 fragment ion generation.61,62 
Consequently, peptides containing such modifications can elude 
conventional MS analysis engines. We used the NuXL workflow de-
veloped by the Urlaub group with search parameters adapted to our 
experiment.61,63 To account for glycosidic bond fragmentation, the 
method is designed to search for the exact mass of the precursors 
(e.g. H4 1-11-K5Ac (3) cross-linked to mononucleotides, nucleo-
sides or nucleobases) in the MS1 spectra. In addition, the masses of 
the associated fragment ions are also searched for in the  

Figure 2. MS/MS spectrum of H4 1-11-K5-Ac (M=1013.5720) con-
taining C8-Lys-dG (M of base=149.0338) obtained from photolysis of 
3 and 4 detected by LC-MS/MS (exp. m/z = 582.3145, calc. m/z = 
582.3107). Color code: Ions containing modification, red; unmodified 
ion, black; ion from other peptide(s), gray. 

 

Figure 3. Nucleosome core particles. A) Core particle structure highlighting dG5 tracts, positions at which 1 is incorporated and H3-Y41. The structure 
was generated by superimposing two NCP structures (pdb: 1kx5 and 3lz0). B) Nucleosomal DNA sequences in the region of dG5 tracts. See Figure 
S4A for entire nucleosomal DNA sequences. 



 

MS2 spectra. Extracted ion chromatograms, as well as MS1 and MS2 
spectra support modification at the amino terminus and e-amine of 
the internal lysine (Figure S3). Tentative assignments were made 
based upon the observation of peptides containing dG modifications 
C8-K-dG and C8-K-dG-Ox in the base or nucleoside form (Scheme 
2).  

DNA-protein cross-link (DPC) formation via charge transfer in 
NCPs. NCPs in which the DNA sequence is based upon the Widom 
601 strong positioning sequence were prepared as previously de-
scribed (Figure S4, S6, S7).52 Holes were introduced in 3 regions of 
the core particle by substituting an identical sequence of DNA (“cas-
sette”) for an equal length of DNA in the Widom sequence (Figure 
3). Each cassette contains two dG5 runs separated by a dCGC se-
quence that serve as sinks for the holes and a dA• radical precursor 
(1) separated from a dG5 run by a single dA. In two regions 1 was 
placed separately in the dG-rich strand near the 5’- or 3’-terminus of 
each cassette to probe hole migration from different directions. The 
cassette in NCP-26 is near the terminus where DNA unwrapping is 
relatively facile.64 Hole migration is more efficient in the nucleoso-
mal DNA region encompassed by NCP-35 and NCP-51 than in 
NCP-55 and NCP-71 where the dG-rich sequence is proximal to his-
tone H3 tyrosine 41 (H3-Y41), which quenches hole migration in 
NCPs.52 Control sequences where 1 was replaced by dA (NCP-C26, 
NCP-C35,51, NCP-C55,71) were generated to account for any 
background DPC and/or other DNA damage under the photolysis 
conditions employed to achieve hole injection. In addition, yields 
were normalized based upon the extent of hole injection, which was  

Figure 4. DPC formation in NCPs. A) DPC formation in NCP-35. De-
naturing PAGE analysis of piperidine treated isolated DPCs from: B) 
NCP-35 and NCP-51, C) NCP-55, NCP-55, H3-Y41F NCP-71 and 
H3-Y41F NCP-71, D) NCP-26. 

Table 1. Yields of alkali-labile lesions and DPCs in photolyzed 
NCPs. 

Substrate DPC (%)a H2O Trapping (%)a 

NCP-26 3.7 ± 0.6 8.8 ± 1.4 

NCP-35 9.0 ± 0.7 6.4 ± 0.7 

NCP-51 10.4 ± 1.0 7.1 ± 1.4 

NCP-55 2.7 ± 0.6 0.6 ± 1.4 

NCP-71 N.D. N.D. 

H3-Y41F NCP-55 7.7 ± 0.9 6.0 ± 0.7 

H3-Y41F NCP-71 6.5 ± 1.2 3.8 ± 1.3 

aYields are background corrected, normalized for extent hole injection, 
and expressed as ave. ± std. dev. of 3 samples. N.D. = not detectable 

determined by exploiting the formation of restriction sites (EcoR1 
and Mse1) upon conversion of 1 to dA (Figure S8).  

When dA• was produced at position 35 (NCP-35) at pH 7.5 (Fig-
ure 3B), the DPC yield was 9.0 ± 0.7 % (Table 1, Figure 4A). The 
NCP structure is essential for DPC formation, as these products 
were not observed following irradiation when free 5’-32P-DNA was 
merely mixed with octamer in the same ratios and concentrations as 
present in NCP samples (Figure 4A). Photolysis of NCP-51, which 
introduces the hole on the opposite side of the cassette, generated 
DPC yields that were within experimental error of those from NCP-
35 (Table 1, Figure S9A). In contrast to the DNA-peptide model 
study, the DPCs formed in the control (NCP-C35,51) and those 
from the NCPs containing the dA• precursor (1) are inseparable by 
SDS gel electrophoresis (Figure S9A). Consequently, piperidine-in-
duced cleavage of the isolated DPCs from NCP-35 or NCP-51 re-
flect the reactivity of the DPCs formed via the background reaction 
and those from holes injected via 1. Denaturing PAGE analysis, of 
piperidine-treated DPCs from NCP-C35,51 resulted in 21 ± 2 % 
strand scission (Figure S10A). Piperidine-induced cleavage of DPCs 
from NCP-35 and NCP-51 within the region of the two dG5 runs 
was considerably higher (59 ± 2 % and 61 ± 4 %, respectively) (Fig-
ure 4B). The overall piperidine-induced cleavage correlates well 
with the DPC yields from these NCPs (NCP-35, NCP-51 and NCP-
C35,51) and the different piperidine labilities of the two types of 
DPCs observed in the model study. Moreover, cleavage was ob-
served at the same set of dGs in NCP-35 and NCP-51 DPCs (dG45-
dG47 and dG37-dG38, Figure 4B), indicating that cross-linking sites on 
DNA are independent of the direction of hole migration. Examina-
tion of nucleosome crystal structures and molecular dynamics simu-
lations (MDs) indicates that major groove accessibility within the 
region(s) of hole localization to histone tails contributes signifi-
cantly to DPC formation (Figure 5). The major cross-linking sites 
(dG45-dG47) in NCP-35 and NCP-51 are in a rotational orientation 
in which the major groove is oriented outward from the octamer 
core and in close proximity to the histone H2B and H4 N-terminal 
tails (Figure 5E). Previous MDs also support the interaction be-
tween H2B and H4 with DNA in this region.47 When considering 
only the histone core and the DNA as solute (Figure 5A and 5C), 
the simulation described here reveal that dG39, dG45, dG46 and dG48 
have the largest solvent accessible surface area (SASA). In addition, 
these guanines and dG47 experience a larger SASA decrease (8-13 
Å2) when the histone tails are included in the solute. These calcula-
tions corroborate the greater accessibility of the major cross-linking 
sites dG45-dG47 to the histone tails. 



 

Figure 5. Solvent accessibilities and histone tails interactions at dG5 tracts in NCP-C35,51 and NCP-C55,71. A, B) Solvent Accessible Surface Area 
(SASA) of dG5 tracts in (A) NCP-C35,51 and (B) NCP-C55,71. The guanines are colored according to their SASA from white (25 Å) to bright blue 
(50 Å). C, D) SASA of guanines within dG5 tracts of (C) NCP-C35,51 and (D) NCP-C55,71 with (blue bar) or without (blue and striped bar) histone 
tails. E) dG5 tracts in NCP-C35, 51 with 40 conformations of H4 (light green) H2B (pink) tails from MD simulations. F) dG tracts in NCP-C51,71 
with 40 conformations of H3 (light blue) and H4 (light green) tails from MD simulations. dG

5
 tracts are highlighted in black. Major cross-linked dG 

sites within those tracts are highlighted in red. The structures were generated from MD simulations that utilized pdb: 3lz0 as a starting point. 

 
Scheme 4. DPC and tandem lesion formation dA• generation in 5’-dTT1 sequences. 
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Compared to NCP-35 and NCP-51, the DPC yields from NCP-
55 and NCP-71 are much lower, with the latter within experimental 
error of zero (Table 1, Figure S9B). This is consistent with efficient 
hole reduction in this region by H3-Y41.52 Substituting phenylala-
nine (H3-Y41F) for tyrosine 41 to create H3-Y41F NCP-55 and 
H3-Y41F NCP-71 increased DPC yields to 7.7 ± 0.9 % and 6.5 ± 1.2 
%, respectively (Table 1, Figure S9B). Piperidine cleavage of isolated 
DPCs showed that the increased cleavage was concentrated within 
the dG5 tracts (Figure 4C). We attribute the increased DPC for-
mation in H3-Y41F NCP-55 and H3-Y41F NCP-71 to charge trans-
fer following the generation of dA•+. In both NCPs, the vast major-
ity of cross-links formed at positions dG57-dG59 and dG65-dG67 (Fig-
ure 4C). The greater quantity of cross-links at dG57-dG59 are likely 
due to extensive interactions with the H4 tail (Figure 5F). In terms 
of solvent accessibility, the two dG5 tracts are equivalent (Figure 5B, 
D), with a slightly larger accessibility for dG57. Overall, the impact of 
the interaction with the histone tails is less important than for NCP-
C35,51 (Figure 5C, D). This is also indicated by fewer observed con-
tacts between the tails and guanines in positions 55 to 71 (see SI: 
Movie,seq_35,51, Movie,seq_55,71). The difference in the extent of 
histone tail interactions is reflected in the DPC yields within the cor-
responding NCPs (Table 1).  

Piperidine treatment of the DPCs from NCP-55 and H3-Y41F 
NCP-55 also yields minor strand breaks at T53, T54, and the nucleo-
tide at which dA• is generated (Figure 4C). The DPCs formed 
within the 5′-TT1 local sequence are independent from the charge 
transfer process and explain the low yield of DPCs observed in NCP-
55. The DPCs within 5′-TT1 are proposed to result in part from for-
mation of 5-formyl-2′-deoxyuridine (5fU) at position 54 via hydro-
gen atom abstraction from the thymine methyl group by dA• 
(Scheme 4A), which is a facile process.57 The peroxyl radical derived 
from O2 trapping of T• (Tp•) yields 5fU. Based upon the reaction of 
Tp• and other pyrimidine nucleobase peroxyl radicals, we speculate 
that this peroxyl radical can react with the 5’-adjacent thymidine 
(T53) to produce a variety of damaged thymidines, including 
5fU.57,65-68 Like 5fC, 5fU forms Schiff bases with histone lysines that 
are stabilized via hydride reduction and further characterized by LC-
MS/MS (Scheme 4B, Figure S11).16,17,69 Two peptides consistent 
with the tentative assignment of the stabilized DPC (Scheme 4B) 
were detected in the extracted ion chromatogram and MS1 spectra. 
While we were only able to obtain an MS2 spectrum for one of these 
peptides, its fragmentation pattern was also consistent with the ten-
tative assignment. 

DPCs were formed in low yield (3.7 ± 0.6 %) upon photolysis of 
NCP-26, which contains dG tracts at the entry/exit where DNA is 
dynamic and unwraps from the histone octamer (Table 1, Figure 
S9C).64 In contrast to the other two regions (35/51, 55/71), piperi-
dine-induced cleavage of DPCs from NCP-26 indicated that cross-
linking was distributed more evenly within the two dG5 tracts of the 
cassette (Figure 4D). This relatively diffuse cross-linking pattern is 
consistent with access to a broader distribution of dGs due to the dy-
namics of DNA unwrapping. Interestingly, cross-link sites extended 
to a more distal hole sink sequence (dG36-dG38) that is 10 bp away 
from the hole transfer initiation site (126). This demonstrates the 
ability to form DPCs via longer-range hole migration in NCPs.  

DNA-protein cross-link (DPC) formation results directly from hole 
trapping in NCPs. Charge transfer-induced DPCs were anticipated 
to result from nucleophilic addition to C8 of dG•+. Due to the pro-
longed photolysis in NCPs (14 h), we also considered the possibility 
that DPCs were a secondary product, resulting from photooxidation 

of 8-oxodGuo that is produced from water trapping of dG•+.39,40 
Consequently, DPC yield and the extent of hole injection in NCP-
51 were measured as a function of irradiation time (Figure S12AB). 
The latter was determined by exploiting formation of an EcoR1 re-
striction site upon conversion of 151 to dA. If DPCs are a secondary 
oxidation product, one would expect their formation to lag hole in-
jection. However, the DPC yield and conversion of 1 to EcoR1 sus-
ceptible material increases linearly with respect to time. Further-
more, the ratio of DPC formed: photoconverted 1 remains constant 
over the course of the photolysis (Figure S12C), consistent with 
cross-links resulting directly from hole trapping in the nucleosomal 
DNA. 

Water trapping of DNA holes in NCPs. In addition to DPCs, water 
trapping of holes was detected in the form of piperidine labile lesions 
within the DNA of isolated NCPs that did not participate in cross-
link formation. These products were detected in photolyzed NCP-
26, NCP-35, NCP-51, H3-Y41F NCP-55 and H3-Y41F NCP-71 
(Figure S10A,C), but not NCP-55 and NCP-71 where H3-Y41 
quenches hole transfer (Figure S9B).52 In contrast to the oligonucle-
otide-peptide model system, alkali-labile lesions are formed in lower 
yield than DPCs in NCP-35/51, H3-Y41F NCP-55/71 (Table 1). 
The more efficient DPC formation in these NCPs may be ascribable 
to the abundance of nucleophilic amino acids on histone proteins 
and their proximity to DNA holes. In NCP-26, DNA unwrapping 
decreases interactions with the histone core but does not adversely 
affect water access to dG•+. In contrast to the positional preferences 
for DPC formation, water trapping is unselective towards specific 
dGs within the two dG5 tracts, regardless of the direction of hole mi-
gration in all of the NCPs (Figure S10A-C). Together, these data in-
dicate that protein trapping of holes in NCPs largely dictated by the 
accessibility of histone proteins rather than the preferred sites of hole 
localization. 

 

Figure 6. Individual histone protein contribution to DPCs formed by 
hole trapping upon photolysis of WT NCP-51. 

Analysis of histone and amino acid participation in DPCs. The par-
ticipation of individual histone proteins in DPC formation within 
NCP-51 was quantified using fluorescent staining following DNA 
digestion and protein separation by Tricine-SDS PAGE (Figure 
S13). Absolute quantification of individual histones was carried out 
by establishing standard curves using the corresponding purified 
proteins. After accounting for the contributions of individual histone 
proteins due to background DPCs using NCP-C35,51, H2B and H4 
were determined to be the most significant contributors to DPCs re-
sulting from hole transfer in NCP-51 (Figure 6). These two proteins 
contributed roughly equally and together accounted for almost 70% 
of the DPCs. The predominant involvement of H2B and H4 is sup-
ported by MDs analyses, which suggest the N-terminal tail lysines of 



 

H2B and H4 bind at dG45-dG47
 where the majority of DPCs form in 

NCP-51 (Figure 7). In MD simulations, lysines interact with the 
guanines in the major groove and to a lesser extent with the 2’-deox-
yguanosine phosphate groups (Figure 7 and S15). For dG37-dG41 
and the H2B tail, we count contacts mostly between the N-terminal 
alanine and lysines closest to the amino terminus (lysines located be-
tween residues 2-12 of H2B). dG45-dG49 interact more with the ly-
sines located from position 17 to 25 of H2B. This region of the cas-
sette is also in contact with the amino terminus and lysines 5, 8 and 
12 of H4. Interactions at dG45-dG49 involve a larger assortment of ly-
sines and are generally more frequent and shorter lived than the in-
teractions between nucleophilic residues and dG37-dG41 (Figure 
S14A). Furthermore, some lysines show similar interaction profiles 
with adjacent guanine pairs (e.g. H2B-K17 with dG47 and dG48; Fig-
ure 7A, S14A, S15A). Examining the trajectories indicates that the 
lysine ammonium group is positioned between the two guanines, in-
teracting simultaneously with O6 or N7 from each nucleobase. 
Close lysine amino group contacts with O6 and N7 (less than 3 Å) 
are common, representing 5.9% and 4.3% of the total amount of 
counted guanine contacts respectively in the region between posi-
tions 35 and 51 (5.7% and 2.1% in the region between positions 55 
and 71). Such contacts require only a small shift in lysine position to 
trigger DPC formation at C8 after DNA oxidation. The proximity of 
C8 to the phosphate group where interactions occur may also pro-
mote DPC formation (Figure S15B). A comparable interaction has 
been detected in MD simulations describing binding between RNA 
containing 8-oxo-7,8-dihydroguanosine and protein.70 

The remaining 30% of DPCs from NCP-51 were comprised of ap-
proximately equal amounts of H2A and H3 (Figure 6). Previous 
simulations indicate that H3 compensates for its less frequent inter-
actions with dG45-dG47 by exhibiting the longest residence time of 
the N-terminal histone tails and that the minor crosslink site in 
NCP-51, dG37-dG39, interacts with H2A and H2B.47 However, no in-
teractions between the lysines within the N-terminal tails of H2A 
and H3 are detected in the current simulations except for a few con-
tacts between H2A-S1 and dG37 (Figure 7B). We cannot rule out the 

possibility the minor DPCs detected involving H2A and H3 result 
from incomplete background subtraction and/or are due to sliding 
of the modified sequence of the 601 DNA within the NCP. 

Inferential support for the significant contribution of N-terminal 
histone tails to DPC formation was gleaned by comparing product 
formation in NCP-51 in 100 mM NaCl (Table 1) to that in 400 mM 
NaCl (DPC, 4.2 ± 1.0%; H2O trapping, 5.0 ± 0.4%; Figure S14). 
Higher ionic strength weakens interactions between histone tails 
and DNA.71 DPC and water trapping yields declined in NCP-51 at 
higher salt concentration. Decreased H2O trapping in the NCP is 
qualitatively consistent with a previous report on hole transfer in free 
DNA and a nucleosome.49 Importantly, the almost 3-fold decrease in 
DPC yield was considerably greater than that of H2O trapping, even 
after accounting for ~20% the NCP decomposition at 400 mM 
NaCl.  

To identify which amino acids are responsible for cross-linking in 
NCP-51 following charge transfer, the isolated DPCs from 4 inde-
pendently prepared samples were subjected to trypsin digestion, 
DNA digestion, followed by LC-MS/MS analysis. Two samples 
were subjected to in-gel propionylation prior to treatment with tryp-
sin. Background DPCs resulting from photolysis were accounted for 
and subtracted during the MS/MS analysis. Specifically, MS2 spec-
tra from DPC (NCP-51) were removed if the same precursor ion 
appears in DPC (NCP-C31,51) with comparable retention time and 
intensity.61 C8-K-dG and C8-K-dG-ox (Scheme 2) were tentatively 
identified on lysine(s) from all 4 histones (Figure 8). Modifications 
were tentatively assigned at 13 lysines based on as many as 6 MS2 
spectra for a single site.59 The modified residues were modified con-
sistent with the histone quantification experiment. All of the modifi-
cations were on lysine residues within the corresponding N-terminal 
tail. Modifications were detected throughout the N-terminal tails of 
H2B and H4. In contrast, modifications were clustered closer to the 
respective N-termini within the H2A and H3 tails. This is consistent 
with tail flex- 

 

Figure 7. Contact map between dG5 tracts and histone tails in NCP-C35,51. A) Contact map between ammonium group of lysines or of N-
terminal residues and major groove exposed heavy atoms of guanines. B) Contact map between ammonium group of lysines or N-terminal 
residues and phosphate groups. The heat map extends from white (no contact) to dark green (at least one contact is observed for more than 
20% of the trajectory frames) 



 

Figure 8. Correspondence between modified residues detected by LC-MS/MS of NCP-51 and residues interacting with dG5 tracts in MD simulations 
of NCP-C35,51. A) Two perspectives of the NCP. Modified residues detected only by LC-MS/MS (red), interacting residues detected only computa-
tionally (cyan) or residues detected both computationally and by LC-MS/MS (dark violet). Asterisks (*) indicate that MS2 spectra do not contain 
enough fragment ions to distinguish modification at this lysine from the adjacent lysine. The structures were generated from a MD simulation snapshot 
based upon pdb: 3lz0. B) Histone N-terminal tail sequences (same color assignment as in A). 

 
ibility enabling interactions with DNA at positions that are further 
away from where the histone tails exit the core. In MD simulations, 
H2B adopts conformations which can be characterized by the fold-
ing of the tail and the position(s) of DNA interaction(s) (Figure 
S17A). When contacts are observed with the dG37-dG41 tract, a flex-
ible loop is formed by the tail when it exits the core with a turn in-
volving residues 14 to 18 and only the N-terminal part of the tail can 
explore the major groove. In another typical conformation, the re-
gion closest to the N-terminus is stacked on the minor groove at po-
sition 51-55 and the middle portion of the tail (residues 12 to 25) 
interacts with the dG45-dG49 major groove. Contacts with H4 are 
only present when the tail is extended and are limited to residues 1 
to 13 (Figure S17B). 
Table 2. Effect of histone mutations on DPC yields in NCP-51. 

NCP-51 DPC (%)a 

WT 10.4 ± 1.0 

H2B N-cap 9.0 ± 0.6 

H2B N-cap, H2A N-cap, H4 N-cap 7.5 ± 0.5 

H2B Del1-22, K24,25,28,31A, N-cap, H2A N-
cap, H4 N-cap 

5.1 ± 0.5 

aYields are background subtracted and expressed as ave. ± std. dev. of 3 
samples. 

Results from H3-Y41F NCP-71 show a similar pattern, where al-
most all lysines on H3 and H4 tails contribute to cross-linking by re-
acting with proximal, major groove-accessible holes at dG57-dG61 
and dG65-dG69 (Figure S18). For the more distal H2B tail, modifica-
tion is only detected at the N-terminal amine and a few neighboring 
lysines (K8, K12, K13). Fewer lysine - DNA contacts are identified 
in the MD simulations of NCP-C55,71 than of NCP-C35,51 (Figure 
S19). Again, this is in qualitative agreement with the lower DPC 
yield measured in the former NCP (Table 1). H4 tail interactions 
with this region are detected, mostly with dG57. However, most of 

the time, the H4 tail is solvent exposed, extending toward nucleo-
bases 45-49 or interacting within the minor groove of dG57-dG61 and 
dG65-dG69 (see SI: Movie,seq_35,51, Movie,seq_55,71 and Figure 
S17B). The H4 lysine interaction profile (Figure S14B and S19C,D) 
is in agreement with the fuzzy interaction previously described.72 
Furthermore, dG65-dG69 have contact only with H3 lysines, H4 being 
too short to reach these positions. Finally, after considering the con-
tacts between lysines and phosphate groups, the overall interaction 
profile for NCP-C55,71 from MD simulations is in good agreement 
with the LC-MS/MS data (Figure S18).  
Table 3. DPC formation and H2O trapping in NCPs containing 
dG3 tracts. 

NCP DPC (%)a H2O trapping (%)a 

NCP-223 3.0 ± 0.6 3.3 ± 0.5 

NCP-49 8.3 ± 1.3 9.4 ± 0.7 

NCP-248 9.6 ± 1.0 10.3 ± 0.8 

NCP-191 9.7 ± 1.1 7.5 ± 0.8 

NCP-183 6.7 ± 0.4 6.7 ± 0.3 

aYields are background subtracted and expressed as ave. ± std. dev. of 3 
samples. 

MS identification of modified lysines was complemented by ex-
periments in which the effects of histone mutations on DPC yields 
in NCPs were determined. As described above, LC-MS/MS deter-
mined that the N-amino terminus of the H4 tail peptide contributes 
to DpepC formation. However, uncovering cross-linking to DNA by 
N-amino termini in NCPs is challenging due to proximal Arg resi-
dues that give rise to short peptides upon trypsin digestion that elude 
LC-MS/MS detection. Consequently, inferential evidence for hole  



 

 

Figure 9. Nucleosome core particles containing dG3 tracts. The structure was generated by superimposing two NCP structures (pdb: 1kx5 and 3lz0). 
The local DNA sequences can be found in the Supporting Information. 

trapping by the N-amino termini was sought by constructing N-ter-
minal capped histone proteins that were prepared through N-termi-
nal serine mutation and subsequent thiazolidone formation (Figure 
S16).23 Capping histone H2B, and then additionally H4 and H2A, 
gradually reduced the DPC yield in NCP 51 from 10.4 ± 1.0 % to 7.5 
± 0.5 % (Table 2). Although DNA cross-linking was not detected by 
LC-MS/MS to any of these N-terminal amines, these experiments, 
as well as the contact profile observed in MD simulations (Figure 7), 
suggest that they contribute to DPC formation.  

Employing a truncated (Del 1-22), N-terminal capped form of 
histone H2B in which the lysines within the histone binding region 
(HBR) were also mutated (K24,25,28,31A) reduced the DPC yield 
to 5.1 ± 0.5 %, consistent with the involvement of lysines on the H2B 
tail detected in the LC-MS/MS experiments. While DPC yields in 
NCPs reconstituted with mutant histones correlate with the pres-
ence of nucleophiles in N-terminal histone tails, we cannot draw 
quantitative conclusions concerning contributions of individual 
amines due to the ability of histone tails to compensate for changes 
in the binding of other mutated proteins.73 

GGG is sufficient for DPC formation in NCPs upon charge transfer. 
The 13-nucleotide sequence of the dG-rich cassettes used above is 
only expected to be found ~100-times in the human genome. To ex-
plore the generality of DPC formation in NCPs, we prepared a series 
of NCPs (Figure 9) containing a dG3 tract (5’-d(GGGA1)) (The 
NCPs are named according to the position of 1.). dG3 is the most 
readily oxidized native trinucleotide sequence and is statistically ex-
pected to be present once every 32 base pairs in DNA, almost 30-
million times within the human genome.32 We initially examined 
hole formation from this sequence when the dG3 tract was posi-
tioned at dG45-dG47 which was the favored site for DPC formation in 
NCP-35,51. DPC was observed at these sites and was favored at 
dG45-dG46 over dG47 (Figure S10E). The selectivity is perhaps fortu-
itously consistent with the generally preferred hole localization at 
the 5’- and middle-nucleotides within a dG3 sequence.33 The DPC 
and H2O trapping product yields (Table 3) were on par with those 
observed from NCP-35,51 (Table 1), suggesting that a dG3 tract is 
sufficient for generating considerable amount of DPCs in NCPs. 
Placing a dG3 tract opposite dG45-dG47 (NCP-248), gave rise to a 
comparable DPC yield, corroborating the hypothesis that DPC for-

mation was strongly dependent on major groove accessibility to N-
terminal histone tails. NCP-191 contains dG3 at dG187-dG189, a site 
that is symmetric with respect to dG45-dG47 in the NCP and interacts 
with the N-terminal tails of the other copy of H2B and H4.47 The 
DPC yield in NCP-191 is similar to that in NCP-49 and NCP-248. 
This is consistent with the convergence on tail–DNA binding sites 
observed from the symmetrical nucleosome structure. The yield de-
creases in NCP-183 when dG3 is located at dG179-dG181, suggesting 
the additional contact with H2A tail, which contains fewer lysines, 
does not compensate for decreased interaction with H2B and H4 
tails. The DPC yield from NCP-223, in which the dG3 tract major 
groove is positioned outward at the dyad axis, was considerably 
lower than at other locations. The lower DPC yield in NCP-223 is 
consistent with the calculation that histone tails make relatively in-
frequent contacts at the dyad axis.47 Overall, these data suggest that 
pervasive dG3 tracts are sufficient for DPC formation and that the 
absolute yield depends on their rotational and translation position. 

SUMMARY 
DNA-protein cross-links are a biologically important family of 

DNA lesions produced as a result of ionizing radiation and other 
modes for damaging DNA via single-electron oxidation. The physi-
ological significance of DPCs in human cells has been bolstered by 
the discovery and investigation of proteases such as Spartan. Spartan 
is implicated in replication-dependent and -independent DPC re-
pair, and deficiency of this protein can result in premature aging and 
early-onset liver cancer.5,6,8 Although thorough studies on DPC for-
mation between peptides and individual proteins have been re-
ported, histone protein-DNA interactions in chromatin are distinct. 
This is partly due to the lack of direct interactions between nucleo-
bases and the histone proteins that enable the octameric core to bind 
DNA without sequence specificity. However, only a small number 
of studies concerning DPC formation have been carried out on 
NCPs.44,49 To help elucidate DPC formation induced by direct ioni-
zation of DNA in chromatin, we synthesized nucleosome core parti-
cles from the bottom-up containing a photolabile nucleotide that 
yields a radical cation (“hole”) at a defined site within the nucleoso-
mal DNA. The NCPs were constructed so as to contain dG-rich se-
quences to favor hole transfer and localization within specific re-
gions of nucleosomal DNA. 



 

DPC formation strongly depended on translational and rotational 
position within the NCP. For instance, the DPC yield in the en-
try/exit region was significantly lower than in regions in which DNA 
was more tightly bound to the octameric histone core. DPC for-
mation was also compromised when holes were introduced near the 
NCP dyad axis, which does not make frequent contacts with histone 
tails.47 Within dG-tracts, DPC formation was favored at positions 
where the major groove faced away from the octameric core and is 
more accessible to lysine-rich histone tails. In MD simulations, ly-
sines in histone tails can transiently form hydrogen bonds with the 
O6 and N7 atoms of one or two guanines. The histone tail lysines 
also interact within the minor groove or with the DNA backbone, 
albeit less frequently (Figure S19C, D). The site preference for DPC 
formation agrees with computational studies that indicated that 
dG•+ reaction with nucleophiles is kinetically favored at the C8-po-
sition, which lies in the major groove, than either at the C5- or C4-
positions. The latter is accessible from the minor groove.41,42 dG•+ 
reaction with the lysine rich histone tails is modulated by the octam-
eric core in a similar way as hydroxyl radical reactivity, albeit with the 
added requirement of histone tail proximity.74 Hydroxyl radical me-
diated strand scission results predominantly from reaction in the mi-
nor groove. The periodicity of nucleosomal DNA cleavage arises 
from minor groove accessibility to the freely diffusible hydroxyl rad-
ical in solution. The solvent exposed minor groove is in turn deter-
mined by DNA wrapping around the octameric histone core. 

Quantitative analysis in one nucleosome region confirmed that 
the majority of DPCs resulted from reaction with histone proteins 
whose N-terminal tails are calculated to most frequently contact the 
DNA. A variety of direct and inferential methods were used to iden-
tify the portions and specific amino acids of the histone proteins that 
react with the DNA. An ~3-fold decrease in DPC yield when NaCl 
concentration increased from 100 to 400 mM is attributed to re-
duced histone tail affinity for DNA at higher salt concentration. 
Cross-linking by N-terminal tail lysine residues was directly detected 
via LC-MS/MS analysis of trypsin digested DPCs and was generally 
corroborated by MDs simulations that identified lysine-DNA inter-
actions. This agreement between experimental and computational 
results validates our combined approach and supports the molecular 
insight given by MD simulation analysis. No modified amino acids 
were detected within the globular domain of the histone octameric 
core. In addition, cross-links with the side chains of other amino ac-
ids, including tyrosine were not detected. This is in contrast to a pre-
vious report in which DPCs with histone H3 tyrosine 41 were de-
tected when holes were generated within the appropriate region of 
nucleosomal DNA.44 Furthermore, DPC formation was quenched 
upon hole-generation in proximity to this residue, and is likely due 
to tyrosine reduction of the hole.54 Utilization of N-terminal capped 
histones provided indirect support for their trapping of DNA holes, 
which is consistent with other reports on DPC formation in oxida-
tively damaged NCPs.23 

DPC yield was generally competitive with, and in some instances 
exceeded that of alkali-labile lesions attributable to water trapping. 
Although some dG-rich tracts extended for more than a helical turn, 
shorter dG3 hole localization sequences were sufficient for generat-
ing DPCs, again in comparable yields to water trapping products. 
Although the calculated barriers for amine addition to dG•+ are sig-
nificantly lower than for reaction with water, the relative reaction 
rates are also dependent on concentrations.41,42 It is possible that wa-
ter competes with histone lysines due to low free amine concentra-
tion at pH 7.5 where the reactions are carried out. Our data indicate 

that DPC formation should be considered when considering DNA 
damage resulting from hole generation, such as from the direct effect 
of ionizing radiation. One specific situation in which DPC formation 
could be biologically significant is in dG-rich regions comprised of 
dG3-tracts that are critical components of potential G-quadruplex se-
quences (PQSs). Several hundred thousand PQSs have been identi-
fied in the human genome.75 PQSs are disproportionately located in 
gene promoter and 5’-untranslated regions of genes, and the propen-
sity of the guanines in these sequences to undergo oxidation affects 
transcription.76 Reversible histone-DNA cross-links regulate tran-
scription in cells.18 This investigation provides the impetus to exam-
ine whether irreversible histone-DNA cross-links resulting from ox-
idative stress affect transcription and other cellular events. 
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